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Issue 1 Housing Needs  

 

Q1.  In response to the Inspectors’ Initial Questions the Councils confirmed that the Plan 

should have a strategic policy which sets out the housing requirement and how this need 

will be met.  Is a Main Modification required for effectiveness and consistency with 

paragraph 20 of the Framework?  

 

1.1 Yes, a main modification is required and set out in paragraph 1.3 below.  NPPF paragraph 65 

states that ‘Strategic policy-making authorities should establish a housing requirement figure for 

their whole area, which shows the extent to which their identified housing need (and any needs that 

cannot be met within neighbouring areas) can be met over the plan period”.  Although references 

to a local housing need figure of 15,260 homes appear in several places in the Plan (e.g. at 

paragraphs 5.1.5 and 5.4.2), a specific housing requirement figure does not appear in a strategic 

policy, and subsequently the Plan does not provide a clear steer to decision makers on how to 

react to development proposals. A modification would therefore be required to ensure the Plan 

is effective.  

 

1.2 NPPF paragraph 65 and the PPG (Paragraph: 001 Reference ID: 68-001-20190722) is clear that 

identifying the housing requirement for the plan is a secondary “policy on” step after first 

objectively assessing what the Local Housing Need figure is for the area over the plan period. 

 

1.3 The Local Housing Need (LHN) figure is calculated as 15,260 dwellings over the period 2016-

2036.  Through the duty to cooperate and the Buckinghamshire Memorandum of Understanding, 

Aylesbury Vale has agreed to accommodate 5,725 dwellings of CSB’s unmet needs.  The “policy 

on” housing requirement figure for the CSB Local Plan should therefore be 15,260 minus 5,725 

dwellings = a minimum of 9,535 dwellings. This would result in an annual housing requirement 

of 477 dwellings per annum if the AVDC contribution was spread evenly across the plan period. 

A revised version of Table LPb: Homes – Requirement and Supply is therefore set out under 1.7 

below, whilst a revised version of Policy SP LP1 is attached as an appendix to this statement - 

including the housing requirement for the plan area as part of the strategic policy. 

 

1.4 The housing capacity for the area is identified in the housing trajectory as 10,899.  This includes 

a 10% variance to allow for the non-implementation of planning permissions for “small sites” (of 

1-4 dwellings in scale) that have not been assessed in full using the HELAA methodology, a rate 

which is consistent with the AVDC and Wycombe Local Plans elsewhere in the HMA.  The housing 

trajectory [CSBLP19.014] shows a five-year housing land supply at plan adoption and a 

developable supply for years 6-10 against a housing requirement figure of 477 dwellings per 

annum. It is recognised that the trajectory shows a shortfall against the annual housing 

requirement after 2032/33 in the 11-15-year period of the Plan (with adoption anticipated in 

2021).   
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1.5 The Planning Practice Guidance (Paragraph: 019 Reference ID: 68-019-20190722) states: “As set 

out in the National Planning Policy Framework, local planning authorities should identify a supply 

of specific, developable sites or broad locations for growth for years 6-10 and, where possible, for 

years 11-15 (our emphasis). Local plans and spatial development strategies may be able to satisfy 

the tests of soundness where they have not been able to identify specific sites or broad locations for 

growth in years 11-15. However, if longer-term sites are to be included, for example as part of a 

stepped requirement, then plan-makers will need to demonstrate that there is a reasonable prospect 

that they are likely to come forward within the timescale envisaged.” 

 

1.6 Any under-delivery in the latter part of the plan period will be addressed through the preparation 

of a new county-wide Buckinghamshire Unitary Local Plan.  This is in line with the Planning 

Practice Guidance (Paragraph: 062 Reference ID: 61-062-20190315) which states: “Most plans are 

likely to require updating in whole or in part at least every 5 years. Reviews should be proportionate 

to the issues in hand. Plans may be found sound conditional upon a plan update in whole or in part 

within 5 years of the date of adoption.  There will be occasions where there are significant changes 

in circumstances which may mean it is necessary to review the relevant strategic policies earlier 

than the statutory minimum of 5 years, for example, where new cross-boundary matters arise 

(our emphasis)”. 

 

1.7 Proposed revised Table LPb: Homes – Requirement and Supply 

Component No. of homes Homes per annum 

Housing Need and Housing Requirement 

A CSB Local Housing Need 2016/17 to 2035/36 15,260 763 

B AVDC VALP contribution to meeting CSB’s unmet needs (Buckinghamshire 

MoU) 

5,725 286 

C CSB Local Plan Housing Requirement 2016/17 to 2035/36 9,535 477 

Housing Supply 

D Completions 2016/17 to 2018/19 1,902 

E Sites in previous Development Plan Documents which have not yet come 

forward for development 

0 

F Neighbourhood Plan sites** 0 

G HELAA capacity (large sites 5 homes and above)*** 2,051 

H Small site commitments (1-4 homes), with a 10% non-implementation rate 

applied**** 

521 

I Windfall (from 2022/23 onwards)***** 1,204 

J Strategic Allocations BP2-BP14 5,221 

K Total housing supply 10,899 

L Contingency buffer (% of supply above requirement) 14.3% 
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Notes: 

All figures are correct with a base date of 1st April 2019 

* This site has outline planning permission for more than 5 homes so has been counted in the HELAA (row G). 

** There are no residential site allocations in any of the made Neighbourhood Plans in the Local Plan Area. 

*** Includes supply figures for all large sites (5 homes and above) including committed sites not started or under 

construction and all suitable, available and achievable sites in the HELAA.  Figures for the site allocations BP2-

BP14 are presented separately (row J) to identify the contribution from strategic allocations in the Green Belt 

**** Consistent with AVDC and WDC plans.  The known commitments at 1st April 2019 are discounted by 10% 

to allow for non-implementation as the figure is higher than the long-term average windfall rate. 

***** Applied from 2022/23 onwards to avoid double-counting against the Small Sites Commitments (row H) 

 

Q2. In determining the housing requirement, has the Local Housing Need (‘LHN’) 

assessment been carried out correctly, and conducted using the standard method as 

required by the Framework and the PPG?   

2.1 Yes. The calculations are set out in Section 3 of the HENA [CSBLP26] and followed the PPG 

guidance for Housing Need Assessment (Reference ID 2a-004-20190220). This arrived at a 

minimum of 330 dwellings for Chiltern and an annual minimum of 433 for South Bucks, giving a 

combined annual total of 763 dwellings for the districts which equates to 15,260 dwellings for the 

20-year plan period.  The basis of the LHN calculation is the 2014-based household projections 

for the period 2018 to 2028 and the ONS median workplace-based affordability ratio for 2017, 

which was the relevant data at the time that the HENA was prepared.   

 

2.2 Applying the LHN calculation to the 2014-based household projections for the period 2019 to 

2029 and the ONS affordability ratios for 2018 yields a combined annual total of 768 dwellings, 

which would equate to 15,360 dwellings over 20 years.  The Councils do not consider this to 

represent a meaningful change. 

 

Q3. Where plans cover more than one area, the PPG states that it will be for the relevant 

strategic policy-making authority to distribute the total housing requirement across the 

plan area.1  How have the LHN assessments for Chiltern and South Bucks been distributed 

across the plan area?  How was this decided? 

 

3.1 In short, the standard method was used to calculate need, and the Local Housing Need (LHN) 

figure was initially aggregated to one plan-wide figure.  The issues and conclusions from the 

Green Belt Assessments and the Sustainability Appraisal work [CSBLP7] then applied.   In terms 

of ‘how’ the approach to distribution was decided, there are a limited number of ways in which 

this could be taken forward given the high levels of Green Belt and Area of Outstanding Natural 

Beauty within the Local Plan area, and that a balance between housing and employment 

                                                           
1 Paragraph: 013 Reference ID: 2a-013-20190220 
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allocations must be maintained and justified.  There is little difference between the settlements 

on sustainability grounds, and for this reason the Local Plan does not contain a settlement 

hierarchy.    

 

3.2 As CSB indicated through responses in [EXAM2], the whole of the Plan area is covered by the 

Green Belt - with only the main towns and larger villages excluded from the designation.   

Generally, the Green Belt boundaries closely follow the edges of these built-up areas giving no 

scope for additional development on the edge of an existing settlement without amendments to 

the boundaries.  The site selection process was influenced in part by the Green Belt assessment 

work and the need to avoid major development in the AONB.  Potential development sites within 

the towns are limited, coupled with the similarity of the settlements and that their boundaries are 

surrounded by Green Belt, meaning that it would not be possible to allocate the quantum of 

development required within the existing built-up areas to fulfil as much of CSB’s objectively 

assessed development needs as possible.   

 

3.3 This means that any significant new development will be likely to a) require Green Belt release, or 

b) to be accommodated outside of the districts, as the existing urban areas have a finite capacity.    

 

3.4 CSB’s HELAA work [CSBLP19.1 – 19.11] considered the land supply in the context of the 

development needs set out in the emerging Local Plan 2036.  [CSBLP19.1-19.11] provides lists 

of sites which were rejected at Stage 1, and those which were carried forward to subsequent 

stages - although the figures contained within the HELAA itself were only broken down to District 

Council level, and not by settlement.    

  

3.5 Page 5 of the Councils’ Settlement Capacity Study [CSBLP 58] contains a table setting out the 

intended housing provision down to parish level, thus explaining the distribution across the Plan 

area.  Linked to the Housing Trajectory, this makes provision for a total of 11,028 homes: an 

aggregated total of 5,338 falling within the Chiltern DC area with a further 5,690 from settlements 

and sites within the South Bucks DC area, and a further 5,725 homes being delivered under the 

duty to cooperate within the Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan area, therefore meeting the total OAN 

plus an 10% allowance for non-delivery of homes. [CSBLP58] shows how many homes will be 

delivered from site allocations, from other sources, and contains completion data for each of the 

parishes and settlements featured within the document and explanations to how the capacity was 

calculated.  

 

Q4.  How has the LHN figure been translated into a housing requirement for the Plan period? 

For effectiveness and consistency with paragraph 65 of the Framework, should the Plan 

include a specific policy setting out the housing requirement for the whole plan area? 

 

4.1 Yes, a specific policy should be included.  This question is linked to Question 1.  Although 

references to the LHN of 15,260 homes appear in several places in the Plan (e.g. at paragraphs 

5.1.5 and 5.4.2) and the Plan recognises the agreement that the Vale of Aylesbury Plan could 
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provide 5,725 homes (at paragraph 5.1.14), the requirement for this Plan to provide at least 9,535 

homes does not appear and should be included in a strategic policy.  CSB therefore agree that a 

modification would be required.   

 

Q5.  The PPG states that the standard method can be used to calculate the minimum annual 

local housing need figure.  Should the housing requirement be expressed as a minimum, and 

is it a gross or net figure?   

 

5.1 The NPPF (2019) and the PPG makes it clear that any LHN figures derived from the standard 

methodology should be a minimum.  NPPG Paragraph 010 Reference ID: 2a-010-20190220 sets 

out three scenarios where uplifts to the need figure generated by standard methodology may be 

appropriate.  These include where increases in housing need are likely to exceed past trends 

because of: 

 growth strategies for the area that are likely to be deliverable, for example where funding is in 

place to promote and facilitate additional growth (e.g. Housing Deals); 

 strategic infrastructure improvements that are likely to drive an increase in the homes needed 

locally; or 

 an authority agreeing to take on unmet need from neighbouring authorities, as set out in a 

Statement of Common Ground; 

 

5.2 At the present time, none of the three scenarios – which might justify an uplift – is applicable 

within CSB.   However, housing targets have always historically been understood as ‘floors’ not 

‘ceilings’ within planning policy.  Paragraph 5.1.3 of the Local Plan 2036 [CSBLP1] points out that 

“the site allocation policies for homes and economic development provide for an approximate 

number of homes and amount of business floorspace”.   Each of the respective SP BP policies within 

[CSBLP1] also uses the term “approximately” when referring to housing capacity.   

 

5.3 In this case, if the Inspectors believe that amendments to the text are required to make the point 

clearer, then CSB would agree to the necessary modification(s).  

Q6.  The PPG also states that the Government is committed to ensuring that more homes 

are built and supports ambitious authorities who want to plan for growth.  It confirms that 

there will be circumstances where it is appropriate to consider whether the actual housing 

need is higher than the standard method indicates.  Have the Councils considered whether 

the need for housing is higher in Chiltern and South Bucks, having particular regard to 

issues around affordability?  How have these considerations informed the plan-making 

process?   

 

6.1 In short, consideration was given to a further uplift, but it was thought this would be unlikely to 

make any material difference to affordability in the area.  It is not clear that building more homes 

will automatically serve to reduce house prices and, given there are already unmet needs, this 

would have either required a significant amount of additional development within the Green Belt 

(for which it may not have been possible to justify exceptional circumstances); or for this provision 

to occur outside the Plan area.    As the Plan area is unable to accommodate the LHN identified 
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by the standard method without harm to areas or assets of particular importance identified in 

NPPF paragraph 11, footnote 6, it has been agreed that unmet need from this area will be met in 

Aylesbury Vale. Given this context, in a highly constrained area, where unmet need is already 

being met elsewhere, an increase to housing need above the minimum LHN simply cannot be 

accommodated within the CSB Plan area.  Attempting to do so would risk significant conflict with 

footnote 6 of the NPPF.  

   

6.2 As explained in Question 5, none of the three scenarios envisaged by PPG Paragraph 010 

Reference ID: 2a-010-20190220 which may validate an uplift to housing targets applies within the 

CSB Plan area.   Consequently, a further uplift to housing numbers cannot be justified.  

 

Q7. What is the justification for including an additional 10% to account for the potential 

non-delivery of homes from the Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan? 

7.1 Development in Aylesbury Vale will be assessed under policies prepared by that Authority.  CSB 

is aware that Aylesbury Vale’s affordable housing target is 25%, lower than the CSB draft Local 

Plan 2036’s target of 40%.   The substantial differences in land values between CSB and Aylesbury 

play their part in the differences between the thresholds, as well as influencing overall affordability 

(which is also part of the justification for 40% affordable housing being sought in CSB), 

highlighted through the evidence base and affordable housing topic paper.    

 

7.2 The additional 10% was calculated based on the LHN (including homes to be delivered from the 

Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan) to ensure that sufficient provision is available for the housing 

requirement to be met in full and to cover for any unforeseen circumstances.  For example, it is 

not unknown for there to be a flexibility allowance on site allocations to ensure choice and 

competition in the market for land (similar to the buffer applied to five-year housing land supply 

calculations), and this will also act as a contingency in the event of sites not coming forward in 

their anticipated timescale for whatever reason.  

 

7.3 The Plan identifies a housing supply of 11,015 dwellings to ensure that the requirement to deliver 

at least 9,535 homes can be achieved.  This provides a ‘buffer’ of 1,480 dwellings (equivalent to 

15% of the CSB requirement) to ensure appropriate flexibility within the Plan. 

 

7.4 If there was no ‘buffer’ and any allocations were to remain undeveloped, this would lead to lower 

overall completions and the Councils needing to rely on sporadic windfall developments to pick 

up the shortfall against the housing requirement.   

 

Q8. Does the Plan set out a housing requirement for designated neighbourhood areas 

which reflects the overall strategy for the pattern and scale of development and any 

relevant allocations, as required by paragraph 65 of the Framework? 
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8.1 NPPF Paragraph 65 states “Strategic policy-making authorities should establish a housing 

requirement figure for their whole area, which shows the extent to which their identified housing 

need (and any needs that cannot be met within neighbouring areas) can be met over the plan 

period. Within this overall requirement, strategic policies should also set out a housing 

requirement for designated neighbourhood areas (emphasis added) which reflects the overall 

strategy for the pattern and scale of development and any relevant allocations.” 

 

8.2 The submitted Local Plan in the supporting text at paragraph 5.1.11 states “The Council is required 

to provide a housing requirement figure for designated Neighbourhood Areas. This requirement is 

part of and not in addition to the established Local Housing Need. To meet this requirement, the 

Councils recognise the relevant HELAA sites counted within the supply for this Plan and falling 

individually within the eleven designated Areas as the indicative requirement. These can be viewed 

in Appendix LP1”. 

 

8.3 Appendix LP1 provides potential HELAA capacity figures for each of the designated 

Neighbourhood Areas in Chiltern and South Bucks, with the intention that this capacity-based 

figure will become the identified housing requirement figure for the Neighbourhood Areas.   As 

set out in the Councils’ response to Matter 1, Issue 1 Question 1, a main modification is proposed 

to include a strategic policy setting out the housing requirement.  A further main modification is 

also proposed to set the requirement figure for Neighbourhood Areas reflecting the content of 

Appendix LP1.  A revised version of Policy SP LP1 is included as an appendix to this Hearing 

Statement setting the housing requirement figure for designated neighbourhood areas within 

strategic policy.  The detailed numbers are included in an updated Appendix LP1, based on the 

updated January 2020 Settlement Capacity Study [CSBLP58]. 

 

8.4 Appendix LP1 of the submitted plan was based on the 2019 Settlement Capacity Study, which has 

now been replaced by the 2020 Settlement Capacity Study [CSBLP58]. This includes the January 

2020 HELAA data and 2018/19 monitoring data (as explained in the response to Matter 4, Issue 

1 Question 4).  The main modification therefore needs to ensure that the housing requirement 

figures for designated Neighbourhood Areas reflect the latest figures in the 2020 Settlement 

Capacity Study.  The updated Appendix LP1 is appended below.   

 

8.5   In order to provide clarity and certainty for groups preparing neighbourhood plans, the updated 

Appendix LP1 deducts completions and commitments (at 1 April 2019) from the figures in the 

Settlement Capacity Study in order to provide housing requirement figures to be met via new 

allocations in each of the designed neighbourhood areas. 
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Revised Appendix LP1 

 

 5.12 Appendix LP1 – Housing Supply 

 

Designated 
Neighbourhood 
Areas 

Housing capacity 
from HELAA Sites 

HELAA capacity 
without planning 
permission at 1st 
April 2019 

Windfall 
allowance 
apportionment 

Housing 
Requirement 
Figure 

Burnham  9 sites: 210 dwellings 1 site: 17 dwellings 84 dwellings 101 dwellings 

Chalfont St Giles  1 site: 5 dwellings 1 site: 5 dwellings 36 dwellings 41 dwellings 

Chalfont St Peter  10 sites: 488 
dwellings 

2 sites: 20 dwellings 96 dwellings 116 dwellings 

Chesham 22 sites: 435 
dwellings 

8 sites: 158 dwellings 105 dwellings 263 dwellings 

Denham  4 sites: 85 dwellings 3 sites: 59 dwellings 60 dwellings 119 dwellings 

Farnham Royal 6 sites: 60 dwellings 0 sites: 0 dwellings 36 dwellings 36 dwellings 

Fulmer  0 sites: 0 dwellings 0 sites: 0 dwellings 4 dwellings 4 dwellings 

Gerrards Cross  sites: 126 dwellings 0 sites: 0 dwellings 108 dwellings 108 dwellings 

Hedgerley 0 sites: 0 dwellings 0 sites: 0 dwellings 13 dwellings 13 dwellings 

Iver  7 sites: 76 dwellings 3 sites: 17 dwellings 84 dwellings 101 dwellings 

Seer Green  1 site: 22 dwellings 1 site: 22 dwellings 18 dwellings 40 dwellings 

Taplow  3 sites: 53 dwellings 0 sites: 0 dwellings 36 dwellings 36 dwellings 

 

* The figures are to be treated as minimum housing requirement figures to be met within neighbourhood 

plans, should the decision be taken to allocate housing sites within the neighbourhood plan (or any update or 

review of an existing ‘made’ plan).  The figures are based on the numbers within the January 2020 Settlement 

Capacity Update, minus Green Belt site allocations, completions and commitments (i.e. sites with planning 

permission) as 1st April 2019. 

If any additional neighbourhood plan areas are designated during the plan period then the qualifying body 

should contact the local planning authority requesting an indicative housing requirement figure be provided 

(in accordance with NPPF paragraph 66), if they wish to know the housing requirement figure for their area. 

 

Issue 2 - Affordable Housing Needs 

 

Q1.  What is the annual net need for affordable housing?  For clarity to decision-makers, 

developers and local communities, and consistency with the Framework, should the need 

for affordable housing be set out in a strategic policy?   

 

1.1 For the purpose of clarity, CSB agree that a modification is required which sets out the need for 

affordable housing in a strategic policy, and that paragraphs 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 of the Plan should be 

also updated.  
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1.2 Section 5 of the HENA [CSBLP26] identifies the need for affordable housing.  Figure 44 identifies 

an affordable housing need of 4,251 dwellings over the 20-year plan period, which represents an 

annual net need for 213 dwellings per year.  As with the overall housing delivery target, this is 

intended to be a minimum net figure. This is based on the HENA recommendations at Paragraphs 

5.68-5.71 which recognise that it will be important for the local authorities to plan for the needs 

of all households unable to afford to rent and a proportion of the identified need for affordable 

home ownership, and the positions established by paragraphs 59-62 of the NPPF.    

 

1.3 However, the 4,251 figure above does not make any allowance for households in receipt of 

housing benefit in the Private Rented Sector who have identified housing needs.  It is important 

to recognise that the HENA assumes that the number of households in receipt of housing benefit 

in the private rented sector will remain constant (Paragraphs 5.45-5.49).  These households aren’t 

counted towards the need for affordable housing (as housing benefit enables them to afford their 

housing costs), but if housing benefit support was no longer provided (or if there wasn’t sufficient 

private rented housing available at a price they could afford) then this would increase the need 

for affordable housing.  Homes in the PRS also do not count as formal affordable housing supply 

for planning purposes, even if used to provide accommodation for those with an identified 

housing need. 

 

1.4 Within this context, whilst [CSBLP26] concludes that an affordable housing need of 4,251 

dwellings is an appropriate target for strategic policy-making, this would not meet the needs of 

all households that aspire to homeownership and there would be no change in the number of 

households reliant on housing benefit in the private rented sector.   Paragraph 5.72 confirms that 

when establishing affordable housing targets, it would be appropriate to maximise the number 

of homes that can be delivered in the context of economic viability.  This is supported by further 

evidence presented in the Affordable Housing Topic Paper [EXAM3], where paragraph 109 is 

explicit that to fully meet needs, a figure of higher than 28% would be required to ensure that 

the 4,251 affordable homes that are needed can be delivered.  [EXAM3] provides a justification 

for doing so, as set out in response to Question 3.   

 

1.5 Paragraph 5.56 of the HENA sets out that identified affordable need over the Plan period “could 

be considered as a range, from a minimum of 2,430 to a maximum of 6,600 homes over the 20-

year period 2016-36”.   Paragraph 5.67 of [CSBLP26] quotes a paragraph of text from the old PPG 

ID2a-017-20190220, which points out “the standard method for assessing housing need does not 

break down the overall figure into different types of housing.  Therefore, the need for particular 

sizes, types and tenures of homes as well as the housing needs of particular groups should be 

considered separately.”     
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Q2.  Has the affordable housing need been correctly established, and is it based on up-to-

date information?  How does it compare to the LHN? 

 

2.1 The PPG (Reference ID 2a-019-20190220) identifies that affordable housing need should be 

calculated based on estimates of the “current number of households and projected number of 

households who lack their own housing or who cannot afford to meet their housing needs in the 

market”.  This includes “those that cannot afford their own homes, either to rent, or to own, where 

that is their aspiration” (Reference ID 2a-020-20190220).  Section 5 of the HENA [CSBLP26] firstly 

identifies the needs of households unable to afford market housing either to rent or to buy 

(Paragraphs 5.8-5.39) and then considers the needs of households who can afford market rent 

but aspire to homeownership (Paragraphs 5.58-5.65). 

 

 Households unable to afford to rent or buy market housing 

 

2.2 In terms of households unable to afford market housing, Figure 30 of [CSBLP26] summarises the 

current unmet need at the start of the Plan period.  This includes all categories identified by the 

PPG (Reference ID 2a-020-20190220).  The analysis identifies 1,006 households; though 515 of 

these households occupy affordable housing that is unsuitable for their needs but suitable for a 

different household.  Therefore, the net current need is a total of 491 households. 

 

2.3 Figure 33 of [CSBLP26] then sets out the elements of the projected future need and identifies 

those unable to afford their housing costs.  This includes all new households (including those 

newly forming and households migrating to the area) and existing households falling into need.  

The table also sets out the number of affordable dwellings vacated by current occupiers following 

household dissolution (typically death), households migrating away from the area and existing 

households whose circumstances improve such that they can afford market housing.  The net 

need identified by the HENA averages 92 households per year over the 20-year period 2016-2036; 

which yields a total of 1,840 households.  This is analysis is consistent with the approach set out 

by PPG (Reference ID 2a-021-20190220 and 2a-022-20190220); although changes to stock (in 

terms of vacant properties and committed supply) is not factored in at this stage but considered 

when establishing the policy target for affordable housing. 

 

2.4 Figure 34 brings together the analysis of current and future needs of households unable to afford 

market housing, identifying an overall need from 2,331 households.  This provides the basis of 

the 2,432 dwellings in Figure 44, as discussed in Question 1.   

 

 Households aspiring to homeownership but unable to afford 

 

2.5 Figure 41 sets out the needs of households who currently rent but aspire to homeownership.  This 

combines evidence of household aspirations from the English Housing Survey (Figure 40) with 

estimates of households resident in CSB at the start of the Plan period, based on tenure, 

household type and age (Figure 41).  The analysis identifies a current unmet need from 
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3,090 households who currently rent but aspire to homeownership.  This is consistent with growth 

in the private rented sector, which has averaged around 200 households per year since 2001 

based on Census data (Figures 10 to 15). 

 

2.6 The HENA also considered households projected to form over the 20-year period 2016-2036 who 

would be unlikely to afford to own their own home, where that was their aspiration.  Through 

applying the rates derived from the English Housing Survey to the cohort-based analysis from 

the household projections, a future need of 2,330 households was identified by the HENA 

(paragraph 5.65). 

 

2.7 Figure 42 brings together the analysis of current and future needs of households that aspire to 

homeownership, identifying an overall need from 2,330 households.  As noted in response to 

Question 1, the HENA proposes that a proportion of this need should be met based on the 

affordability uplift incorporated within the LHN calculation (discussed at Paragraph 5.68-5.71); a 

total of 1,819 dwellings. 

 

Q3.  What is the justification for requiring at least 40% affordable housing on qualifying 

sites?  What is this based on, how was it calculated and what alternatives were considered?  

 

3.1 The justification for seeking 40% affordable housing is set out in the CSB Affordable Housing 

Topic Paper [EXAM3].  The main factors behind this are as follows:  

 

 The Aylesbury Vale Plan.  5,725 homes are to be built outside of CSB within Aylesbury Vale 

district, however the relevant planning applications would then be assessed under 

Aylesbury’s policies.  These require 25% AH to be provided contrasted with 40% under the 

Local Plan 2036.   In part, a lower level of affordable housing is sought in Aylesbury due to 

significant differences in prevailing land values between the areas leading to more people 

being able to meet their needs in the market.  This, and the risk of non-delivery of any 

schemes within the Aylesbury Vale plan area contribute to a 10% increase in the housing 

total sought (as referenced under Question 7 of Issue 1).  

 

 Previous historic low affordable housing delivery rates in CSB.  

 

 High residual land and property values in the Districts. 

 

 Green Belt release sites give an option to cross-subsidise the provision of affordable 

options.   They are better placed to do so than smaller, brownfield sites in this respect.  

 

 NPPG makes clear that issues which are operational housing matters count towards 

affordable housing justification 

 

 The increasing number of homes being delivered under Permitted Development rights.  

As Section 106 does not apply to such proposals, contributions towards affordable housing 
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and other key social infrastructure such as schools, doctors’ surgeries, playgrounds etc. 

cannot be sought from the developer.  It is also likely that the proportion of housing delivered 

this way will increase over the Local Plan 2036’s lifespan, unless national policy is changed.  

 

3.2 It should also be recognised that much of the housing delivery in CSB comes from small 

development proposals of 10 or fewer units.  This formed part of the justification for the 

affordable housing topic paper making the case for a departure from Paragraph 63 of the NPPF 

to apply to the Local Plan 2036, as explained through CSB’s responses to the Initial Questions 

[EXAM2].  However, even with the lower site size thresholds, the smallest sites (proposals of 1-4 

dwellings) will not be required to deliver affordable housing.    

 

3.3 In terms of ‘what the 40% is based on’, CSB refer to the above justification, and Paragraph 109 of 

the Affordable Housing Topic Paper [EXAM3] which sets out ‘There is substantial need for new 

affordable housing within the area, as evidenced by the HENA 2019, which demonstrates the need 

for 4,251 affordable homes over the plan period (213 per annum). The need identified in the HENA 

is equivalent to 28% of the total housing requirement over the plan period.  In order to meet 

affordable housing need, however, the quota of affordable housing sought from qualifying sites will 

need to be 40%.  This target recognises that some sites will not qualify for affordable housing and 

some will face viability challenges. However, the target will ensure those sites that are capable of 

delivering, for example those released from the Green Belt, are able to do so’.  Figure 44 of the 

HENA [CSBLP26] shows a table confirming the 4,251 total.   

 

3.4 It is necessary for the affordable housing policy target to be a higher percentage than 28% 

(identified need) as not all schemes will, in practice, achieve delivery at the full policy compliant 

target for viability reasons among other factors.  

 

3.5 Furthermore, as previously noted in response to Question 1, Paragraph 5.72 of the HENA 

concluded that it would be appropriate to maximise the number of affordable homes that can be 

delivered in the context of economic viability; for whilst the need for 4,251 dwellings gives an 

appropriate target for strategic policy-making, it would not meet the needs of all households that 

aspire to homeownership and there would be no change in the number of households reliant on 

housing benefit in the private rented sector.  

 

3.6 The Local Plan and CIL Viability Assessment [CSBLP50] has demonstrated that residential 

development would remain viable in the majority of scenarios with the proposed CIL rate of 

£150/m2 and an affordable housing policy target of 40% on qualifying sites.  

 

3.7 On the basis of the identified need, breakdown of supply and viability assessment, the Plan’s 

affordable housing policy target of 40% is fully justified and it is not necessary to consider any 

alternatives.   
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3.8 As set out by Table 2 of the Affordable Housing Topic Paper [EXAM3], over a wider period, of the 

aggregated total of 2,121 completions during the five years from 1 April 2013 to 31 March 2018 

across both districts, just 168 (7.9%) were affordable, resulting in substantial unmet need.  

 

 Q4. How does this compare to the identified need?   

 

4.1 The affordable housing policy target of 40% is consistent with the identified need.   

 

4.2 As noted in response to Question 1, the HENA [CSBLP26] identified a need for 4,251 dwellings 

as an appropriate target for strategic policy-making (Figure 44).  However, this would not meet 

the needs of all households that aspire to homeownership and there would be no change in the 

number of households reliant on housing benefit in the private rented sector, therefore the HENA 

also concluded that it would be appropriate to maximise the number of affordable homes that 

can be delivered in the context of economic viability (Paragraph 5.72). 

 

4.3 As noted in response to Question 3, an affordable housing policy target of 40% is necessary to 

deliver the minimum of 4,251 affordable homes, based on the breakdown of supply.  The Viability 

Assessment [CSBLP50] has demonstrated that residential development would remain viable in 

the majority of scenarios with the proposed CIL rate of £150/m2 and an affordable housing policy 

target of 40% on qualifying sites. 

 

4.4 Paragraph 109 of the Affordable Housing Topic Paper [EXAM3] highlights that an affordable 

housing target greater than 28% will be required.  NPPF paragraph 59 requires that the needs of 

groups with specific housing requirements are addressed, while PPG paragraph 6 (Reference ID 

67-006-20190722) identifies that a range of concerns falling within operational housing policy 

contribute towards affordable housing need for planning purposes – in other words, national 

policy will support the actions taken by CSB in setting a 40% target.    

 

4.5 As para 5.69 of the HENA notes: “It will be important for the local authorities to plan for the needs 

of all households unable to afford to rent or own market housing if they are going to avoid the 

number of housing benefit claimants living in private rented housing increasing”.   

 

4.6 Housing targets for the Local Plan area have tripled under the Standard Method, compared to 

those set under in the Core Strategy and Regional Planning era.  This now necessitates a different 

approach to be taken.  CSB is aware that for most first-time buyers and even those already 

established on the housing ladder, the opportunities of finding a genuinely ‘affordable’ home are 

limited, increasing demand for tenancies in the private rented sector, which itself is small scale in 

nature. This limits opportunities for households on lower incomes to live in the area, including 

key workers, with knock-on effects for the local labour market.     
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Issue 3 – Employment Needs 

Q1. In determining the need for employment land over the plan period, how has the Council 

considered:  

 

 Employment forecasts and projections (labour demand);  

 Demographic assessments of future needs (labour supply);  

 Past take-up of employment land, for general industrial purposes and strategic 

warehousing; and  

 Consultation with relevant organisations and local business groups?  

 

1.1 The Housing and Economic Development Needs Assessment (HEDNA) Update Addendum 

[CSBLP27] was commissioned to be consistent with advice in the PPG, setting out the need to 

consider labour demand, supply, past floorspace trends and consultation with relevant 

organisations and business groups.   

 

1.2 Forecasting long-term economic change is always challenging, and for this reason a range of 

possible growth scenarios were considered within the HEDNA.  

 

1.3 Specifically, the future demand for B class employment development across the county is 

examined.   This generates a figure for the future number of jobs in the area and converts this to 

floorspace and land requirements by applying appropriate employment density and plot ratio 

assumptions. It projects a rising demand for office floorspace and a lower (but still positive) 

demand for warehousing, with a commensurate decline in demand for industrial floorspace 

across the FEMA as a whole.  HEDNA figures were revised and updated in July 2017 as part of the 

Buckinghamshire HEDNA Addendum, undertaken by Atkins on behalf of the Buckinghamshire 

authorities. 

 

1.4 It is important to note that the HEDNA figures are disaggregated from an overall Buckinghamshire 

FEMA total and should be added together for the joint Local Plan. As such, it is not necessarily 

the case that all Chiltern needs should be met within Chiltern, or that all South Bucks needs should 

be met within South Bucks. As the districts form a single local planning unit there is more flexibility 

over where to identify sources of potential supply. 

 

1.5 In addition, there identified needs could be met elsewhere within the FEMA if that provides a 

more sustainable and achievable solution. For example, employment related to the portion of the 

Districts’ Objectively Assessed Need for housing should be met within Aylesbury Vale District and 

the need for B8 provision.  

 

1.6 The Statement of Consultation [CSBLP12] outlines consultation with relevant organisations.  
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Q2. Based on the answers to Question 2, how much additional employment land is required 

over the plan period?  

 

2.1 The figure required is 183,000 square metres, of which 56,000 square metres has been allocated.  

This means there is an unmet need of 127,000 square metres.  The approach is summarised by 

paragraph 90 of the Economic Development and Employment Topic Paper [EXAM4], which sets 

out that “The evidence provided through the HEDNA and HELAA indicates that the availability of 

commercial floorspace is insufficient to meet the anticipated demand. To address this, the Local 

Plan has proposed a multi-faceted approach based upon the protection of strategic employment 

sites; the identification of appropriate sites for release from the Green Belt, a focus upon spaceless 

growth and through co-operation with the other districts in Buckinghamshire, the accommodation 

of some employment provision within the wider FEMA”.   

 

Q3. Should the Plan set out the requirement for employment land in the same way as it 

does for housing?  

 

3.1 If the Inspectors believe this could be made clearer, then CSB will agree to the necessary 

modification. 

  

Q4. In planning to deliver 56,000 square metres of economic floorspace is Policy SP EP4 

justified and positively prepared? How does it relate to the figures in paragraph 6.6.7 of 

the submitted Plan?   

 

4.1 The original HEDNA [CSBLP23] was produced in 2016 and an addendum produced in September 

2017 [CSBLP27].  The reports confirm a need for an additional 40,000 square metres of B1a & 

B1b floorspace and 48,000 square metres of B8, less the surplus of 34,000 square metres of B2.   

This gives an overall need to allocate 54,000 square metres over the plan period.   The allocations 

of SP EP4 are broadly consistent with the figures proposed in paragraph 6.6.7.  These allocations 

are justified based on national policy, and when taking account of the lack of available 

developable land in the districts.    

 

4.2 The Buckinghamshire HEDNA set out that there was unlikely to be sufficient housing and 

employment land in Chiltern, South Bucks and Wycombe Districts to meet Objectively Assessed 

Needs in each of those districts given the significant land constraints of the plan area.  Any 

significant development would therefore require Green Belt release, given the shortfall in 

employment land identified.  The five sites referred to above which provide 56,000 square metres 

of floorspace perform poorly against the Green Belt purposes, as set out in the Green Belt 

Exceptional Circumstances Report [CSBLP 15.1]. 

 

4.3 The 2018 Memorandum of Understanding between Aylesbury Vale and CSB [CSBLP12.4] states 

that Aylesbury Vale is able to accommodate further housing need from adjacent constrained plan 

areas within expected development rates, encompassing 5,725 dwellings of unmet for CDC/SBDC, 

and that the ‘best fit’ Housing Market Area and Functional Economic Market Area (FEMA) for 
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Buckinghamshire based on plan areas consists of Aylesbury Vale, Chiltern, South Bucks and 

Wycombe Districts,  and that there is sufficient employment land available across the FEMA to 

meet overall forecast employment land needs across the four Buckinghamshire district councils 

and that this is sufficient to cater for adjustments in growth sectors going forward.    

  

Q5. How does this take into account the availability of employment land elsewhere within 

the functional economic market area (FEMA)? 

 

5.1 The HEDNA shows that there is surplus floorspace in Aylesbury Vale district.    Whilst it would be 

easy to speculate as to whether the CSB allocations are needed given the surplus land in 

Aylesbury, this would overlook the fact that, where demand arises, businesses will still need and 

require space here and the market must offer a choice.   The CSB Plan area is highly constrained, 

and the approach of ‘building more’ within the Plan area is inappropriate and would require 

further Green Belt releases.   This causes conflict with NPPF footnote 6.  
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Appendix to Matter 2, Issue 1, Questions 1 and 8 

 Policy SP LP1 

Homes – Site Allocations Housing requirement  

The combined housing need figure for Chiltern and South Bucks Districts is 15,260 dwellings over 

the plan period 2016 to 2036.  Through the plan-making process it has been demonstrated that 

Chiltern and South Bucks is unable to meet its housing needs in full.  Under the Buckinghamshire 

Memorandum of Understanding Aylesbury Vale District Council has agreed through the Vale of 

Aylesbury Local Plan to deliver 5,725 dwellings of Chiltern and South Bucks unmet need, resulting in 

a minimum housing requirement figure in this Local Plan for the entire Chiltern and South Bucks 

area of 9,535 dwellings or 477 dwellings per annum.  The housing requirement will be met through 

a combination of sources, as shown in Table LPb.   

Should monitoring of this Local Plan or the Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan demonstrate under-delivery 

against the housing requirement in this Local Plan or the Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan’s contribution 

to Chiltern and South Bucks’ unmet needs respectively, then this will trigger the need for an early 

review of the strategic policies in the plan area. 

Strategic site allocations 

Provision is made for approximately 5,200 homes through the following strategic site allocations: 

SP BP2 – Chesham 500 homes 

SP BP3 – Holmer Green 300 homes 

SP BP4 – Amersham Old Town – London Road West 40 homes 

SP BP5 – Amersham Old Town – South East of Whielden Street 50 homes 

SP BP6 – Little Chalfont 700 homes 

SP BP7 – Chalfont St Peter – North East 360 homes 

SP BP8 – Chalfont St Peter – South East 200 homes 

SP BP9 – Beaconsfield 1,600 homes (this figure includes the existing Wilton Park planning 

permission) 

SP BP10 – Iver Heath 360 homes 

SP BP11 – North of Iver Station 1,000 homes  

SP BP12 – East of Ridgeway Business Park, Iver 90 homes 

Total supply approximately 5,200 homes 

Housing requirement figures for designated neighbourhood areas 

The National Planning Policy Framework encourages strategic policies to set a housing requirement 

for designated neighbourhood areas which reflects the overall strategy for the pattern and scale of 

development and any relevant allocations. 
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The housing requirement figures for designated neighbourhood areas in the plan area are included 

in Appendix LP1, and are based on a disaggregation of the housing capacity within the plan area, 

excluding the strategic site allocations listed above. 

This housing requirement figure is set in accordance with paragraph 65 of the National Planning 

Policy Framework, however there is no obligation for a neighbourhood plan to allocate sites for 

housing development. 
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